
 

 

 

A message from our new Chair - Vasu Reddy 

Greetings to all SCG members (and any non-
members reading this) from the new Committee in 
this second edition of the Newsletter for 2022.  It 
is a difficult moment in time – many of us have 
been struggling with relatives and friends lost 
during the pandemic and hoping for an end to 
isolation and anxiety.  And now there is this new 
insane situation in Europe which feels unbearable.  
I know that several of our members have been 
actively raising funds for the Ukraine crisis by 
donating ceramics.  It may seem like mere drops 
in the ocean but it looks likely that our efforts will 
be needed for some time to come.  Do keep going 
– we as a group can help promote these efforts by 
covering them on social media. Just let us know 
either to me at 
scg_chair@southernceramicgroup.org.uk  
or to Katharine Schafli at 
scg_social@southernceramicgroup.org.uk  
so that we can help. 

On behalf of this new Committee – thank you to 
the outgoing team, many of whom have given a 
good decade’s worth of work for the SCG.  Thank 
you to Rolf Hawkins – outgoing Chair, to Sandie 
Dixon – outgoing secretary, John Howell – 
outgoing Treasurer, Zyg Kruk, outgoing 
Demonstrations organiser, Tim Thornton – 
outgoing social media whizz kid.  The rest of us 
have changed roles within the committee and have 

welcomed new members:  I have handed over the 
Exhibitions Coordinator role to Jane Ogden-Swift 
who has handed her Membership Secretary role 
over to Caroline Piggott;  Neil Rampton has 
handed over his Webmaster role to Nick Taylor and 
has taken over as Treasurer;  Katharine Schafli 
took over the social media role last year;  Cabby 
Luxford has taken over the Demonstrations 
organiser role;  Joanna Wakefield has taken over 
as Secretary;  Lynn Nicholls remains as Deputy 
Exhibitions Coordinator;  and Neil Dewey remains 
as Newsletter editor.  

Thank you to all of you who filled in the Survey set 
up by our outgoing webmaster Neil Rampton.  And 
thank you for all the suggestions and open 
feedback.  We will digest your responses and get 
back to you.  Personally, as the new Chair, I am 
grateful for these glimpses into your thoughts and 
feelings about the group.  It feels like an 
opportune time for us as a group to be engaging 
with the world – not only to help us in our creative 
endeavours, but to use them to help others.  
Again, if there are specific avenues you would like 
to pursue – just email me or any of us on the 
committee.  We could act as connectors, putting 
people with similar aims in touch with each other.  
I would love to see more community engagement 
in the SCG – this can be at a small individual level 
– helping to promote ceramics in our 
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Editorial 

A new edition of your newsletter, a substantially new 
committee, news of the increasing number of exhibitions 
members are involved with, new ideas your committee have 
to bring us closer together and hope to bring to you soon, 
new ways of communicating with your committee, and bright 
new beginnings as Spring begins to bloom. 

Add in the release from Covid restrictions and things are 
certainly looking up. 

Neil Dewey



A message from our new Chair - cont. 

(cont. from page 1) 

neighbourhood or at a more organised level - 
working with groups of people in difficulties.  
Whatever it is, if you have ideas, email me.  We 
would love to hear them. 

We have been discussing several new initiatives.  
One of them is to do with creating platforms for 
facilitating interaction between members.  Others 
concern a modernising of our membership and 
website systems.  Together, when a great deal of 
work is complete we hope to introduce a means of 
sharing knowledge, encouraging creativity and 
greater friendship among our members. 

We have also been trying to broaden the 
opportunities for members to exhibit.  In addition 
to the annual Bishops Kitchen exhibition now being 
organised by Jane Ogden-Swift we have at least 

one other exhibition.  Lynn Nicholls has organised 
another exhibition at the JackHouse Gallery in Old 
Portsmouth – the Twentytwo 2022 - running from 
30 April to 15  May.  There may be another of 
these later in the year.  One idea that I would like 
to promote is more themed exhibitions.  These 
cannot be organised in the same way – they have 
to come from the ground up – from one or two 
individuals who nurture a passion and want to see 
it develop.  So – dream away and see if you can 
pin your passions down! 

In the meantime, with warm greetings - and an 
optimism despite everything - from me. 

Vasu Reddy, 
scg_chair@southernceramicgrop.org.uk or 
vasureddyceramics@gmail.com 

Group News 

ALL COMMITTEE MEMBERS CONTACT DETAILS HAVE CHANGED 

To make life easier both for members and the committee, we have created a set of e-mail addresses 
specifically for our Southern Ceramic Group committee roles.  If you need to send an e-mail for the 
attention of any of us, rather than needing to know the name and e-mail address of the person in that role, 
you can just use the relevant e-mail address for that role.  Not only should this make it easier for you, it 
also means that if another person takes over that committee role all the e-mail history can automatically 
transfer across, and you never need to change your own e-mail contact/address book.   

We encourage you to use these new addresses for all committee business, rather than using the personal 
e-mail addresses of the committee members you may already have. 

Chair (Vasu Reddy)    scg_chair@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Exhibitions Manager (Jane Ogden-Swift)    scg_exhibitions@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Treasurer (Neil Rampton)   scg_treasurer@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Honorary Secretary (Joanna Wakefield)  scg_secretary@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Membership Secretary (Caroline Piggott)  scg_membership@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Demonstrations (Cabby Luxford)   scg_demonstrations@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Website Manager (Nick Taylor)   scg_webmaster@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Newsletter (Neil Dewey)    scg_newsletter@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Deputy Exhibitions Manager (Lynn Nicholls) scg_deputy_exhibitions@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
Social Media Co-ordinator (Katharine Schafli) scg_social@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 

If you want to get information e-mailed out to all group members, then you can send information to Tony 
Thompson at     scg_info@southernceramicgroup.org.uk     

If you want to send out information to all group members then you can use the following address, which 
will copy information to Tony, who looks after the group e-mails, the Social Media Co-ordinator and the 
Website Manager:-    scg_comms@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 
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Group News - cont.

MEMBERSHIP SURVEY

Many, many thanks to everyone who completed our membership survey during February 2022.  In 
total we received 112 entries, representing almost 60% of our membership.  This is a great 
response!  Whilst not a complete picture this gives us invaluable information about are 
membership, and what you want.

As we are sure you can appreciate, it will take us a little while to absorb and interpret all this 
information, and we are planning to provide a full write-up of the results for the next Newsletter.  
In the meantime we offer you a small taster of some of the results:-

NEW MEMBERS

Welcome to our new members 

Mrs Abigail Jonas Petersfield
Mrs Hilary Iveson Midhurst
Ms Vikki Fox Isle of Wight
Mr Jasper Smith Bognor Regis
Mrs Sally Ovendon Lymington
Mrs Mary Marmery Chichester
Mr Gerald Bate Chichester
Miss Dorota Lawrie Littlehampton
Mr Tim Trebble Hove
Ms Karen Townsend Hillhead
Mr Paul Rapson Fawley
Mrs Laura Day Portsmouth
Miss Elaine King Wimbourne Minster
Mrs Marija Bichan Ditchling
Ms Janet Toesland Chichester
Miss Katerina Sedlackov
Mrs Tina Bowbrick Pulborough

Mr Tim Bartell Bognor
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Group News - cont.

SCG LIVE DEMONSTRATION

Our next event is at the Portchester Community Centre, 30 April 2022

Cabby Luxford is delighted to report we have a live demonstration for the first time in a while!  The 
amazing figurative sculptor Sharon Griffin will be demonstrating how she builds her stunning sculptures 
using a slab building method.

Places are extremely limited to this event so do email to 
request a place should you wish to attend

scg_demonstrations@southernceramicgroup.org.uk

SCG ZOOM LECTURES

Upcoming Zoom demonstration 16 June 2022

We are looking forward to introducing Joe Frowen.  A 
contemporary ceramicist, Joe won Student of The Year at Art in 
Clay 2019.  His imaginative mix of old and new techniques such 
as coiling and ceramic details bring vitality and uniqueness to 
his stand out pieces.

Booking details will be announced via our e-mail mailings.

NEXT COMMITTEE MEETING

Our next meeting will be in June although the exact date has not been finalised at the time of publication.

If you have anything you would like to bring to our attention please contact:
Joanna Wakefield, Hon. Sec., scg_secretary@southernceramicgroup.org.uk,  07899 948019 or any 
other member of the committee.
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Group News - cont. 
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Members News 

CREATIVE GALLERY, WAREHAM 

Fiona Kelly says:  “We've got a few potters coming to the Creative in the next few months - not all are SCG 
members, but people might be interested if they are straying west or to Dorset this summer. 

May:  Katy Tunstall (not the singer).  A potter from Bridport.  She's 
exhibited with us a couple of times before - it's so interesting to see 
how maker's work evolves.  Slab build stoneware and porcelain 
vessels. 

June:  Anne-Marie Marshall Fieber.  Fantastic animal sculptures - I 
did a hippo workshop with A-M many years ago, still love the hippo 
I made. 

 

July:  SCG's very own Linda Chew.  Delightful 
porcelain vessels and dishes.  Linda's full month of 
showing her work in 2021 was curtailed by Covid 
restrictions, so I’m pleased she's able to join us 
again in 2022. 

All at the Creative Gallery, St John's Hill, Wareham, 
Dorset BH20 4NB.  We'll be open 10-5 Monday-
Saturday until 14 May, then daily 10-5.  
www.creativegallerywareham.co.uk 

We run as a co-operative, so I'm not there every 
day, but if you find me there please let me know 
you're a member - it's always nice to meet other 
members. 
01929 551505 is our number if you've any 
queries.” 
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Members News - cont.

Francheska Pattisson www.theopenkiln.co.uk says:  “I am a 
member of SCG and have occasionally exhibited with the 
group at both the Bishop’s Kitchen and The City Space in 
Winchester.  My work expresses memories of place and time 
in complex surfaces through layering using found materials 
from the landscape.

I am one of a group of five artists - THE FIVE -who have 
come together through experimental print-making and we 
are holding an exhibition at The Jack House Gallery 
immediately after SCG’s Twenty Two 2022, in the second 
half of May.  These are examples of my work”

THE FIVE: IN AND OUT OF THE FRAME

An inaugural selling exhibition of work by The Five, a collective of artists and makers from across the 
country who have come together to share their experimental approach to the making process. 

The Five brings together multi-disciplinary artists with a focus on different aspects of materiality and 
making.  Each artist embraces an experimental approach, combining their individual methods with 
unexpected techniques and materials.

The artists work with print, paper, ceramics, fibres and found objects to make 2D wall hung works and 3D 
sculptural pieces.  There are references throughout the exhibition to a sense of place, memory, time and 
landscape.

The Five: Instagram.com/TheFivePrintmakers
Twitter.com/TheFive

19 May – 1 June 2022, open daily 11am – 5pm
Meet the Artists:  Saturday 21 May, 11am – 5pm
Jack House Gallery, 121 High Street, Portsmouth  PO1 2HW

For further information please contact Sarah Mander 07790 870558
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Social Media 

SCG FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM accounts need our support. 

Thank you to everyone who has posted, liked and shared member’s pictures and joined the conversation 
between our Facebook and Instagram followers.  Over the recent couple of months we’ve seen a huge 
uplift in the number of followers and overall engagement, indicative of the friendly atmosphere among the 
SCG members.  

The social channels are for all of us to use. So who is seeing the posts?  This is a screen shot at 7.51am on 
15 March this year. 

Here are three easy ways you can help keep our pages open and interesting for everyone: 

1) Share your work on the SCG facebook Community Page, seen by anyone. 
This is a simple and easy way to share with our community 24/7 all year long.  Tag in your.  
website, social tags or other collaborators, add your own images. This is unfiltered! 

2) Have your work or event on the main page, seen by anyone. 
Please do participate with your contributions.  Send your message to our social media 
manager/s and up to five images via the Send Message button on facebook or Instagram.  We 
will load the post to go out for you onto the main feed, which appears ‘endorsed’ by the group. 

3) Join the NEW MEMBERS PRIVATE AREA - content only seen by group members. 
Just send a request via Facebook messages with your membership number and we can invite 
you into the space. You need to follow SCG on Facebook first.  

How to help: 
The more we all put in the more we all get out.  The more we comment, like, share, the better chance your 
and other SCG members’ work is seen and admired.  So please make a comment, give it a heart, share and 
ask the contributors questions (@ their name directly).  

- Please signpost @SouthernCeramicsGroup #SouthernCeramicsGroup when posting your work on 
your social channels. 
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Social Media - cont. 

Remember to add your own facebook and instagram name/account details or #hashtags to your 
membership renewal form.  It is our hope we can follow all members on Instagram, and support your work 
and events. 
Please follow @SouthernCeramicsGroup social pages on Facebook and Instagram, and share your ideas 
to help keep the social media channels alive with me. 

Can you help with social posts on the current channels from time to time?  We need extra help ahead of 
the summer exhibition; truly only a few minutes daily?  Please let me know.  

Thanks everyone.  
Katharine Schafli (SCG Social Media)  scg_social@southernceramicgroup.org.uk  

SCG ZOOM ACCOUNT 

We have paid for our Zoom account, so we are not restricted to 40 minute calls and other limitations of a free 
account.  If you are wanting to to use Zoom for any SCG activities, please now email Cabby Luxford who has agreed 
to look after this. 

cabbyattilecottage@gmail.com 

WEBSITE 

Hello Southern Ceramic Group members-  I have recently taken over maintaining the SCG website 
www. southernceramicgroup.org.uk from Neil Rampton and would like to say a few words about the plans 
for the coming year. 

Firstly, many thanks to Neil Rampton for running the website over the last few years and for his support 
during the hand-over.  I will try to respond to requests for changes to the website as quickly as I can given 
that I am still in full time employment as an electronics product design engineer.  In practice this will 
usually mean within a day or so, depending on demand !  I’ve already added a few new members to the 
Member’s Gallery and I’m happy to make changes to existing entries such as new photos, editions to your 
statements etc as I appreciate that we are all on our own pottery journey (pinching a phrase from a certain 
program on CH4) and our work evolves over time.  It’s also good to keep the website fresh with new 
images.  Please have a look at your Member’s Gallery entry, decide if it needs updating and then email me 
with the changes.  In particular please check that you are happy with the contact details on your gallery 
page as these are visible to members of the public. 

We will also include information on your website about relevant events and some of you will have spotted 
that there is now a Bishop’s Kitchen 2022 details page under the Members Information drop down menu at 
the top of the home page https://www.southernceramicgroup.org.uk/bishops-kitchen-2022-details-page. 
Information will be added in this area as it becomes available.  

Finally, as a committee we will be exploring ways of using the SCG website to improve the way that we 
interact with one another.  This might mean more practical information that could be of use to you; video 
clips of demos, kiln building plans, new techniques, glaze recipes etc.  The scope is really up to you – if you 
have any ideas about what you would like to see added to the website please contact me at: 

scg_webmaster@southernceramicgroup.org.uk 

Nick Taylor. 
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Members Profile - Vasu Reddy 

I used to teach a course on an undergraduate Psychology degree in which the students were tasked with 
writing a verbal portrait of someone.  The aim was to show the transience and fragility of what it is to be a 
‘self’ (and the impossibility of trying to capture it).  So to be given this task - to write about who I am, what 
I am about as a maker, and why - is ironic!  

It started by accident, of course, my connection with clay.  A friend signed me up for a short course at the 
university (just before the ceramics dept was tragically shut down) – and I was smitten.  I was later taught 
to throw by the wonderful Ken Potter (talk about nominative determinism!).  I then took several short 
courses at West Dean (e.g., with Shozo Michikawa and Clive Bowen) and did a three-month immersion at 
Forest Row School of Ceramics with workshops by John Higgins, Deiniol Williams and others.  I never 
thought I would find another passion to rival what I felt in my research and teaching (or in cooking) but 
this is it! 

I am mainly a thrower (although now 
ready to lapse!).  Over the last ten 
years I have been experimenting with 
unglazed black clay, ash glazed 
stoneware and high fired unglazed 
terracotta.  And combinations of the 
three!  At the moment, though, I am on 
a quest of sorts.  I am focused on 
capturing and evoking brokenness and 
loss in clay.  My interest in this is in the 
process of making as well as in the 
effects of the products on the viewer.  

 

It started with a visit to Thessalonika where, as 
in Rome, ancient ruins and modern buildings 
unconcernedly rub shoulders.  The Byzantine 
ruins – especially the walls - struck me with a 
peculiar force.  The visual beauty of the carefully 
planned lines of bricks - damaged and mended 
and varying, but the patterns still strong - is 
powerful.  Combined with the fact that they were 
once grand, once served some important 
purpose, now lost, but still standing…these 
damaged rows give me goose pimples even now. 

I started to see these broken patterns 
everywhere,in the way in which clay stretched on 
the wheel, in the broken striations of rocks, in 
the ageing of tree bark, in the dry cracked earth 
of arid climates.  the metaphor of brokenness 
seemed a visual presence. 
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Members Profile - Vasu Reddy  cont. 

 

I started to see these broken patterns everywhere,in the 
way in which clay stretched on the wheel, in the broken 
striations of rocks, in the ageing of tree bark, in the dry 
cracked earth of arid climates.  the metaphor of  
brokenness seemed a visual presence. 

It was a short step – aided first by a YouTube video by Hsin-
Chuen Lin using sodium silicate and then being pushed to 
go larger by Katrina Pechal at Forest Row - to explore 
varieties of textured surface in wheel thrown vessels.  I 
then discovered Patricia Shone and her wonderful ways of 
capturing the wild brokenness of nature in Scotland using 
such texture.  For me, however, the strongest connection 
somehow remains with lost civilisations, with broken man-
made objects.  They all seem to speak of human endeavour 
and everyday human activities. 

The broken textures seem emotionally significant:  
brokenness seems a real thing in life – affecting all our lives 
at some time.  Perhaps it is particularly poignant for anyone 
who has moved country and culture but is still gripped by 
memories of the past.  
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Members Profile - Vasu Reddy  cont. 

The preoccupation with broken surfaces and 
interrupted patterns soon turned to a 
fascination with actual ruins.  I started making 
ruined dwellings – usually of humble houses 
with traditional Indian doorways and with that 
crucial well-worn flat area or stoop beside the 
front door where so much sitting and talking 
and living would have gone on through 
generations.  To create things which hint at the 
past in this way, seems to keep those long gone 
people still alive.   

 

And stairs – that is another quest (yes, I 
know, very symbolic!) – stairs which used to 
be significant, but which now go nowhere.  
Stairs are amazing things – especially ruined 
ones.  They show the traces of past 
footsteps, yes, but in themselves too they 
seem to promise something… I don’t know.  
They are magic. 

I suspect we all draw on our emotional pasts to shape our present creations.  I realise this work is 
intensely personal.  The quest is always – as in poetry and song – to capture the personal in such a way 
that it goes beyond you, that it talks to others.  I don’t think anyone can specify how this happens.  I know 
that I can try different versions which don’t work and then suddenly, one of them hits you as being just 
right.  And then you can’t take your eyes off it.  I read an obituary of Leonard Cohen which quoted him as 
saying that he would play endlessly on his guitar trying a new melody, until suddenly he would feel this 
catch in his throat when he got it right.  I am sure many of us can resonate with this.  Try as we might to 
plan a construction in clay, try as we might to recapture a past success, it often doesn’t work.  The only 
way to get it to work seems to be to actually be ‘present’ – in that moment – with the clay and the making.  
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Members Profile - Vasu Reddy  cont. 

It's funny how things come round.  My day job was as a 
psychologist, studying very early communication in babies.  And 
the message I ended up finding with my research was to ‘throw 
away the manuals’.  Being present to the other was the key to 
genuine dialogue, whether with babies, adults, animals or the 
material world.  And so now also with clay and genuine creations – 
finding a way to be open to letting that catch in the throat happen 
is the key.  

At this moment - poised on the brink of another world war – the images of broken lives and broken 
dwellings are overwhelming.  The images pierce us and leave us unable to look, to take in what is 
happening.  I wonder, though, whether the looking and the attempts to transform them into art allows 
something positive to come of pain.  It is strange that keeping loss alive – or at least facing and accepting 
it - might actually be the most hopeful thing we can do.  
 

Back to what I am about as a maker:  I 
am experimenting now with slates 
embedded in clay (and doing a crash 
course in the geology of phylosilicates) 
and am quickly falling in love with their 
potential.  Here is one such attempt – 
only the beginning…. And here’s to 
many more years of collaborative 
experiments with all the wonderful 
potters I know.  
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Kiln Calibration - Tim Thornton

Many potters just type in or select their desired firing schedule and press Start, thinking that’s all that is 
required when operating a kiln.  But there’s a bit more to it than that if you want to have consistent, 
repeatable firings, all of which can be put under the umbrella of kiln calibration.  Some are specific to the 
type of thermocouple you have, or how you use your controller, whereas others apply equally to all kilns.  
I’ll deal with them here in the order that they should be applied- if one doesn’t apply to you, then just skip 
to the next one.  At the end you’ll have a better understanding of your kiln’s capabilities, and your pots will 
suffer less from the temperamental vagaries of the kiln gods!

Thermocouple Calibration
Thermocouples used in kilns are one of three types: K, R or S.  Type K are cheaper, but of much lower 
accuracy. Whereas R and S types are accurate to about ±2°C throughout their life, K type may have errors 
of ±10°C when new, and as they age this may increase to 30°C or more.  So, if your kiln has a K type 
thermocouple, you need to calibrate it when new and regularly thereafter.  If you have an R or S type, skip 
to the next section.  The thermocouple type should be given in your kiln specification and user manual, and 
often can be displayed in the controller.

To do the calibration, you’ll need a cone corresponding to the top temperature you glaze to – I’d suggest 
self-supporting cones as they are much easier to use and more consistent than the ones you need to make 
a support for, if a little pricier.  You’ll also need Orton’s table of cones and equivalent temperatures, which 
you can download here: https://www.ortonceramic.com/pyrometric-cones-resources.  Put a kiln shelf about 
30mm below the thermocouple, and put the cone on the shelf about the same distance from the 
thermocouple and where it can be seen from a peep hole.  Now program your kiln to fire at 60°C/hr to 
about 20°C above the cone temperature, e.g. for Cone 6 the temperature is 1222°C in Orton’s tables, so 
you may want to set the program to 1240°C.  As the thermocouple temperature approaches the cone 
temperature, check the state of the cone through the spy hole, and when fully down (as shown in Fig. 1 
below) make a note of the thermocouple reading.  The difference is the thermocouple error that you need 
to enter into your controller, e.g. if the thermocouple read 1231°C when the cone was down the error 
would be 9°C.  Your thermocouple is now calibrated!

Unfortunately, the thermocouple will drift with 
time, so I would put a cone close to the 
thermocouple at least every few glaze firings 
to detect this, and let it tell you when you 
need to recalibrate.  You probably don’t do 
your glaze firings at 60°C/hr, so the cone may 
bend a bit more or a bit less, or you may need 
to go up or down a cone, but whenever the 
state of the cone after the firing differs 
significantly from previous firings on the same 
program, you should think about recalibrating.

Fig. 1
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Kiln Calibration - Tim Thornton  cont. 

Cone Firings 
Quite a few controllers (particularly from the USA) come with pre-programmed “Cone firings”, the idea 
being that you can just select, say, a fast Cone 6 firing, and the controller will do it all for you.  Sounds 
great if you do all of your firings based on cones, but there can be a fair bit of variation between actual 
cones and what the program does – partly because it depends on things like how you load your kiln and 
the state of your elements, and partly because the quality of the programs in the controllers can be quite 
variable.  But most controllers with cone firings let you put in an offset value to correct for any errors.  Skip 
on to the next section if your controller doesn’t have cone firings, or if you don’t use them.  Checking and 
adjusting the cone firings is typically a one-off task, unless you start making very different sized work or 
loading your kiln very differently.  And, of course, you only need to do it for the programs that you actually 
use.  Because results can be quite variable, I’d suggest putting 3 cones into the kiln: the target cone, one 
above and one below, as before placed close to the thermocouple.  Load the kiln as you normally would for 
the glaze firing, with a kiln full of pots, and fire using the desired cone program.  When you open the kiln, 
you will probably find that the kiln has fired a bit hotter or cooler than programmed, and you need to 
adjust the offset up or down for that cone firing.  This needs a bit of trial and error, as the kiln won’t have 
fired at one of the rates in Orton’s tables, but after 2 or 3 firings you should have it close enough. 

Ramp Rates 
We happily enter a given ramp rate into our firing schedules, but do we know if the kiln can actually 
achieve that rate?  Or does the program have the same wishful thinking as a child’s birthday present wish 
list?  And how fast does the kiln actually fire if we set the ramp to Max? 

The actual maximum firing rate of your kiln depends on the kiln design, the weight of pots and kiln 
furniture in the kiln, the state of your elements, and the kiln temperature.  The more stuff in the kiln, the 
more tired your elements, and the higher the temperature, the slower the achievable ramp rate.  And, by 
setting a ramp rate higher than is achievable, your firings will never be consistent and repeatable.  So you 
need to do a test firing to see what is realistically achievable.  The technique is to fill the kiln to the 
maximum that you normally would with pots, set the ramp rate to max, and fire to the top temperature of 
your kiln, recording the temperature every 10 or 15 minutes.  As this is probably faster than you normally 
fire your kiln, I’d suggest filling it with seconds or other rejects. 

Once you have logged the data, you can calculate the actual ramp rate at a given reading as follows:  If 
the temperature is T1, and the previous temperature reading was T2, and the time between readings is t 
minutes, then the ramp is (T1 – T2) x 60 / t °/hr. 
 

Fig. 2 

All these numbers can be plotted on graphs.  Fig. 2 plots temperature against time, and it clearly be seen 
how the rate of temperature rise slows as the kiln gets hotter. 
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Kiln Calibration - Tim Thornton  cont. 

Fig.3 

More usefully, Fig. 3 plots the calculated ramp rate against temperature.  Here you can see that this kiln 
will happily fire at 200°C/hr to 1000°C, and 100°C/hr to 1200°C, but really struggles above 1250°C.  To 
use this data, when programming your kiln look up the maximum ramp rate at the target temperature for 
each segment, and don’t enter a ramp rate higher than this, as your kiln will not achieve it – I normally 
round it down a bit to allow for when the elements are getting tired.  So, for example, if doing a Cone 6 
firing to 1220°C, with this kiln the maximum ramp rate would be 95°C/hr.  If you were to program in 
200°C/hr, for example, then the kiln would not be able to follow this above 1000°C, and the longer firing 
time would effectively be adding a 20 minute soak to the firing as the controller waited for the kiln to reach 
the target temperature. 

Of course, you do not need to fire at that slow rate throughout the firing – you could fire at 200°C/hr to 
1000°C, and then 95°C/hr to 1220°C if you wanted to, reducing the overall firing time considerably.  But 
please, no more just setting the controller to Max! 

Cold Spots 
The last stage in this process is to see how even the temperature is in your kiln – the top and bottom tend 
to be cooler than the middle as there is the kiln floor and lid/ceiling to heat up, and fewer elements to do 
this.  If you have a multi-segment kiln, with multiple thermocouples each controlling a bank of elements, 
like some from L&L, then this problem is largely eliminated as the top and bottom sets of elements will be 
fired harder than the middle ones.  Also, Skutt try and compensate for this with more powerful elements 
top and bottom, and others put an element on the kiln floor, but generally this doesn’t fully solve the 
problem. 

Here you measure the heat going into different parts of the kiln by using cones – I’d suggest packs of 3 in 
various places throughout the kiln.  Initially I’d put 2 sets on each shelf, one in the middle and one at the 
edge, to get a good feel for how the kiln behaves.  You can then help even out the temperature by how 
you load the kiln.  A good start is to increase kiln shelf spacing in cooler areas, so that an extra element is 
included, and decrease in hot areas, so there is one less element (but always have at least one element 
between each pair of shelves).  You’ll probably find you have a larger shelf spacing top and bottom, and 
smallest in the middle. You can also adjust the temperature by putting fewer pots onto the colder shelves, 
though this isn’t my first choice as I get less in the kiln.  

So now your kiln is all set up to give reliable, repeatable firings, and you are no longer susceptible to the 
vagaries of the “kiln gods”.  Happy firing! 

Tim Thornton runs courses on electric kilns and firing, product safety, and studio health and safety.  The 
next iteration of online courses starts in mid-May. 

www.tim-thornton.com 
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Newsletter Matters 

Please send contributions to:  scg_newsletter@southernceramicgroup.org.uk  
Next Newsletter due:   1 July 2022 
Next Copy Deadline:   15 June 2022 

Keep me posted, please, at any time before the deadline with your news of galleries and exhibitions showing 
your work, studio tips, memories, and especially images that might be shared.  Please understand late contributions 
cannot be incorporated. 

Photos and other images.  Please send these as separate .jpg files.  If your document contains embedded photos 
that is not a problem as it shows me where they should be placed but I always need them as separate files as well 
with descriptive file name please, (e.g. Freda blue pot).  And please remember the reproduction limitations of the 
newsletter if viewing your technical or aesthetic detail clearly is paramount. 

Neil Dewey 

Advertisements 

Interested in advertising in the Southern Ceramic Group Newsletter? 
If so please contact Neil Dewey: scg_newsletter@southernceramicgroup.org.uk  

The rates for advertising are:  SCG Members:  Free 
     Commercial B&W/Colour: 
     Full Page £20 
     Half Page £10 
     Quarter Page £5 

New Members 

Interested in becoming a member of the Southern Ceramic Group? 

Application forms can be found on the Group’s website at: 
https://www.southernceramicgroup.org.uk/join/  
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